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NEW DELHI: Doctors across India went on strike
yesterday over a controversial bill that would allow
practitioners of alternative therapies such as
homeopathy to practice as medical doctors.  More
than 300,000 private and public doctors in the
country of 1.25 billion cancelled all outpatient
services, forcing the government to delay a
planned vote on the controversial bill in parliament.

The bill proposes to reform the country’s ailing
healthcare system and address a chronic shortage of
doctors, particularly in rural areas. It would allow
those qualified in areas such as homeopathy and
ayurveda-a traditional form of Indian medicine-to
practice Western medicine after completing a
“bridging course” of an unspecified duration.  India
has nearly 800,000 practitioners of traditional medi-
cine who undergo rigorous training in their own
fields, but are not currently allowed to prescribe
drugs.  The national president of the Indian Medical
Association said the move could be “disastrous” for
patients. “This bill is anti-patient, anti-doctor, irra-
tional and unscientific,” KK Agarwal said.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi has sought to
promote India’s traditional therapies since his
right-wing Hindu nationalist party won power in
2014, creating a dedicated ministry and suc-
cessfully lobbying the UN to recognize a World
Yoga Day. — AFP
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Algerian breast cancer survivors 
rejected, shunned as ‘half-women’

‘I want a whole woman, not three-quarters of one’
ALGIERS: As if losing a breast to cancer was not traumat-
ic enough, Algerian mother-of-three Linda was then
spurned by her husband for being “mutilated” and a “half-
woman”. “Cancer? It’s nothing compared with being
rejected after 18 years of marriage,” the 50-year-old med-
ical assistant said, still clearly upset years later.

Linda is one of hundreds of Algerian women to have
been abandoned by their husbands or fiances after being
diagnosed with breast cancer, a charity says. Thousands of
women are found to suffer from the disease every year in
Algeria, leaving many with no option but to surgically
remove a part of their body deeply associated with their
feminity. Hayat says her fiance dumped her after she told
him she had an emergency operation to remove a breast.
“He told me: ‘I want a whole woman, not three-quarters of
one’,” the 30-year-old student said, bursting into tears.

Samia Gasmi, the head of a cancer charity, says many
women are dropped by their husbands just after they are
diagnosed, leaving them alone to face drastic treatment-and
sometimes even without a roof over their heads. “Some sink
into depression,” said the head of Nur Doha, which means
“Light of Day” in Arabic. “Others end up in shelters because
they have nowhere else to go once their husbands abandon
them.” In a country where breast cancer is viewed as a pri-
vate matter, patients are often reluctant to speak up-even
sometimes hiding it from their own family.

‘Feminity amputated’ 
“These women view their illness as shameful,” Gasmi

said. One woman refused to tell her own sister, she said,
while another started wearing the Islamic scarf before
chemotherapy so her husband’s family would have no idea
when her hair started falling out. One patient “chose to
die with her two breasts rather than accept any removal”.
All women interviewed by AFP refused to appear in front
of a camera and refused to give their second names.
Sociologist Yamina Rahou says this feeling of shame
comes from the “pain of having a body part that symbol-
izes feminity amputated”.

Patients who have had a breast removed feel they no
longer fulfil the role society demands of a woman, the
researcher at the Social and Cultural Anthropology
Research Centre in Oran said. Theologian Kamel Chekkat,
of the Algerian Clerics Association, insisted men rejecting
their wives after they have a breast removed is un-Islamic.

“It has nothing to do with religion, it’s education,” he said.
Islam “urges spouses to support each other,” he said, and
an honorable man should look after his wife. But not all
men follow the code of conduct. Saida, a doctor who is
now 55, says she met her husband at university.  We “mar-
ried for love. He even took part in protests for women’s
rights,” she said.

‘Who will want me?’
But when she had a breast removed to fight cancer, he

sought a divorce and custody of their son even before she
had been released from hospital. To add insult to injury,
she said, he cleaned out her bank account.  “I hit rock bot-
tom,” Saida said. “I didn’t have the energy to fight every-
thing” at once. Between 9,000 and 10,000 cases of breast
cancer are diagnosed a year in Algeria, according to Farid
Cherbal, a professor and expert in cancer genetics at the
University of Algiers. 

That is five times more than 20 years ago, which experts

say is due to better means of detection, as well as lifestyle
changes such as less physical activity, unhealthy diets and
smoking. Around 3,500 Algerian women die of the disease
a year, Cherbal says.  Leila Houti, an epidemiologist and
lecturer at the University of Oran’s medicine faculty, said
breast cancer was often diagnosed too late.  Among the
survivors who have become single, some despair of ever
finding a life partner again.

“Who will want a woman like me?” asked Safia, a 32-
year-old who has lost 10 kilograms in a year due to
chemotherapy and radiotherapy. But life is beginning to
improve for others. Saida, the doctor, won custody of her
son. Five years after her operation, Hayat, the student, is
healing after therapy, breast reconstruction abroad and the
support of friends and family.  And Linda, shunned by her
husband for being a “half-woman”, is in remission and doing
well with her children’s support. With hindsight, she said,
cancer actually freed her of a man who beat her and stole
her salary. — AFP

ALGIERS: Linda, an Algerian mother-of-three who was abandoned by her husband after being
diagnosed with breast cancer, sits in Algiers. —  AFP 


